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You know and love Insurance Insider for its first-to-market scoops, insightful
analysis, and exclusive written interviews with the insurance industry’s top
leaders. Now, in addition to the written pieces you love, I’m thrilled to share the
official launch of our new newsletter and platform, Insider on Air. By placing all
our video interviews, podcasts, and webinars in a single location, we hope to
make it easier for you to access Insurance Insider’s multimedia news. No
subscription is necessary to tap into this bespoke insight and we will highlight
our latest offerings in this bi-weekly newsletter.

This week we focus on the booming E&S market with an interview with Tom
Bredahl, Crum & Forster's surplus and specialty division president. Also, check
out the great discussion from our recent webinar on the challenges and
opportunities facing collateralized reinsurance.

Register to join our upcoming live webinars, where we always field as many as
your questions as we can.  And stay tuned: we have some exciting new projects
to unveil in the coming weeks!

Thanks for watching, listening, and reading,
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London ILS launches the (re)insurance market conference season, covering the critical
topics in the alternative reinsurance industry and providing deeper understanding of
this fast-changing market. Registration now open!
Venue: Hilton Tower Bridge, London

Register Now

Insider Progress Breakfast Briefing: "Calling Gen Z"

Discover how the London market can adapt its traditions to attract and retain the
brightest minds among the first true digital natives. Join our Insider Progress event,
"Calling Gen Z," on 1 February from 7:30 AM to 12:00 PM in London

Register Now

Featured Articles

Trapped capital remains a problem for ILS market
― Jai Singh

 [Limited Time Only] Free to Read  →

More E&S submissions ‘coming in over the bow’
― Meg Green 

 [Limited Time Only] Free to Read  →

Unlock all Insurance Insider content for 14 days
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Stay ahead of the curve and register now to unlock all Insurance Insider market
intelligence for 14 days. Gain access to the full subscriber experience and claim
your free trial today!

FREE TRIAL
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